Chart Strategic
Course… Balance Priorities
Arts Integration Helps Schools Meet Goals
By Cheri Sterman, Crayola Director of Education
Arts integration enriches other academic disciplines
with complementary content and standards. It
increases student engagement and relevance—making
personal connections between otherwise isolated
subjects. What helps educators embrace arts
integration, as a successful strategy to increase rigor
and standards rich teaching?
Not a New Burden
When teachers observe students hard at work,
immersed in arts‐ integrated lessons and the reason‐to‐
believe becomes obvious. This interactive, arts‐rich way
of teaching may initially overwhelm some teachers.
Their initial reaction to anything new is often “please,
not more…” Todd Fraley, principal of Horace Mann
Elementary in Sedalia, Missouri, found that when he
asked teachers to use art as a cross‐curricular teaching
strategy, teacher leaders had to show peers how art
helps achieve their goals—not add a new burden. “All
educators are inundated with directives. I understand
teachers’ concerns. Some quietly hope ‘this too will
pass’. When I first heard about art‐infused teaching I
thought ‘art is a vehicle I don’t know how to drive’,
which I’m sure many other principals feel too.” Fraley
shares his revelation, “When I saw the impact art
integration had on student motivation and literacy
achievement, I was a quick convert.” Fraley continues,
“What makes this magical is how student‐driven the
experiences are. Student insights help teachers shape
the lessons. When we ask students to ‘describe what is
going on in art’, ‘what do you see that makes you say
that?’ and then urge them to dig deeper, considering
‘what more do you see,’ we are treating students like
wise investigators. That empowers learners,” Fraley
explains. “I have seen incredible impact… These art‐
based thinking strategies are really accomplishing our
objectives.” Every art discipline involves problem‐
solving and reflective thinking, and builds observation
skills—critical skills for learning.

Keep it Simple
Sara Stone, principal of Redwood Heights Elementary
School in Oakland, California, has had similar
experiences. While she readily embraced becoming an
arts‐integration school, she knew she’d have to keep it
simple for her teachers. “We decided to use art, not only
as a rich subject area on its own, but as a fundamental
tool that brings new perspectives and competencies to
students across all subjects.” Stone describes how her
entire faculty now uses art‐infused teaching strategies.
They established a Creative Leadership Team, a group
of teacher leaders who coach colleagues in arts‐infused
teaching. “It has now become part of our daily practice
for every teacher in our school. When teachers saw that
reluctant learners were leaning forward and
contributing strong insights based on their art
observations, they realized that classic lecture
techniques were not as effective as asking students to
think and create like artists do.”


Change is a Strategically Planned Process
Schools throughout Prince George County, Maryland,
know about Superintendent Dr. Kevin Maxwell’s
commitment to arts integration. Many are developing
strategic plans to more deeply embed arts integration
as a school‐wide teaching strategy. Tara Minter and
Dwayne Little, principal and resident principal of Rosa
Parks Elementary School in Hyattsville, Maryland,
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Ask essential questions to build consensus around
school goals. Build colleagues’ understanding of how
artistic processes deepen learning in all subjects. Align
on a vision of what this school will be in the future. Map
the paths that will get you there. Sketch options to
document the conversations. Decide on the strategic
journey this school leadership team will drive. Ask:
• Moving towards a “desired destination”, where
should our school be 2‐ 3 years from now?
• Where are we now?
• What paths could we take to get there?
• What are key milestones along those paths that
would help us articulate success metrics and
move to next steps?
• How could this be sketched as a visual map?
A strategic change map should be customized for your
school—show your Desired Destination and Current
Situation. Decide what paths are meaningful for your
journey towards that destination. Paths can address any
strategies that will help your school get there.
Sketch the Strategic Course

1. Destination—in top right corner, write where school
should be, 2‐3 years in the future
2. Current Situation—write in lower left corner
3. Multiple Pathways—sketch key strategic paths.
Schools often select curriculum/assessment,
professional development, partnerships, school
culture, district alignment, or family/community
engagement as possible paths. Decide what will help
your school reach your destination.
4. Success Metrics. Note key milestones to punctuate
each path. What success metrics would help you
know if a milestone is met?

Visualize the Balance
Once the desired destination is articulated and a plan
for your school’s strategic journey is mapped, visual
metaphors can help teachers see where arts fit into the
school’s priorities. If teachers feeling overwhelmed by
new initiatives is a barrier, using this visual art
experience can help teachers see the plan.
Use Alexander Calder’s mobiles as a visual metaphor to
help participants see how priorities can be balanced.
This exercise can help teachers have these epiphanies:
¾ Art integration actually balances out other
stressful mandates, such as high‐stakes testing.
¾ Art can serve as an umbrella that helps learners
make sense of otherwise disparate content.
¾ Art integration helps build a creative,
collaborative culture within the school.

Alexander Calder

Art Exercise: Create and label shapes that represent key
priorities. Assemble these into a mobile, making sure it
is balanced. The conversations during this exercise
should help faculty align and better understand how the
arts fit in the overall context of the school’s priorities.

